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We study the linear and nonlinear optical properties of autoionizing systems under the action of a single-
laser field. It is found that the group velocity is greatly reduced by the presence of a neighboring autoionizing
state. Conditions for self-focusing or defocusing are also derived for the case of an isolated autoionizing
system.
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I. INTRODUCTION

During the past several years extensive studies have been
carried out for understandings/applications of systems exhib-
iting electromagnetically induced transparency~EIT! @1–6#.
The essence of the EIT is to make use of a dressing laser for
modifying the absorptive as well as dispersive properties of
the medium. Most recently extreme reduction of light speed
down to 17 m/s has been observed in an ultracold atomic gas
utilizing the EIT scheme@5#. It should be noted that the light
speed reduction could be still significant, down to 90 m/s,
even with hot atomic vapor as a medium, as demonstrated by
Kashet al. @6#. In both experiments alkali-metal atoms have
been employed because of the existence of the almost ideal
metastable states, i.e., hyperfine sublevels of the ground
state.

It is well known that a photoabsorption or photoionization
profile into the vicinity of an autoionizing state exhibits a
minimum, and it can reach zero if the autoionizing state con-
sists of one discrete and one continuum states only. In con-
trast to the EIT scheme, transparency of an autoionizing
scheme can be realized without a dressing laser due to the
intra-atomic interaction or configuration interaction. In terms
of the dressed-state picture, it can be understood that the
discrete component of an autoionizing state is ‘‘dressed’’ by
the continuum component via intra-atomic interaction that is
purely nonradiative, leading to the constructive or destruc-
tive interference, while an intermediate bound state of the
EIT scheme is dressed by the third bound state via dipole
interaction. Obviously nonradiative or radiative coherence
plays an essential role in both cases.

Knowing the similarity between these two schemes, it
might come to one’s mind that radiative coherence, which is
necessary for various coherence-related phenomena, might
be replaced by nonradiative coherence. Harris and his co-
workers have demonstrated that the nonlinear susceptibility
can be enhanced while canceling linear absorption by tuning
a laser to the absorption window between two autoionizing
lines @7#, where the underlying idea is similar to that of the
EIT scheme, as demonstrated by the same group@8#.

Recently we have shown that an enhancement of Kerr-
type nonlinearity, which was originally proposed by Schmidt
and Imamogˇlu for a four-level system interacting with three-
color lasers@9#, could be observed for a quasi-three-level
autoionizing system interacting with two-color lasers@10#. If
the autoionizing system could be used as a dispersive or

nonlinear medium, it might be useful, particularly in the
VUV-XUV wavelength region, since an autoionizing state
necessarily lies above the ionization threshold and the tran-
sition wavelength from the ground state is typically shorter
than 200 nm. Furthermore, in some cases the use of the au-
toionizing system leads to the reduction of the number of
lasers needed@10#, which could be of great advantage be-
cause of the experimental simplification. Closely related to
this work, we note that the dispersive properties of an EIT
system have been first studied by Harris and his co-workers
@3#, and the linear and nonlinear response of various bound
state systems by Scully and his co-workers@11,12#. Optical
properties of autoionizing systems have also been studied in
terms of lasing without inversion@13,14# and efficient sum-
frequency generation via absorption window between two
autoionizing states@7#.

In this paper we study the linear and nonlinear optical
properties of an autoionizing medium under the action of a
single laser field. Especially we focus on the variation of the
group velocity at the absorption minimum for an isolated and
a double-autoionizing system. In addition, we investigate the
conditions for self-focusing/-defocusing for the case of an
isolated-autoionizing system. For a theoretical description
we employ a set of density-matrix equations. After deriving
necessary equations some representative numerical results
are shown for illustration.

II. MODEL

A. Basic equations

The system we consider consists of one bound~usually
the ground! stateu1& and two neighboring excited statesu2&
andu3& embedded in a common continuumuc&. The discrete
statesu2& and u3& are coupled to the continuum by configu-
ration interactionV and hence autoionize. Under the influ-
ence of a single-laser field tuned near resonance, the time
evolution of this system is described by the following set of
density-matrix equations@15,16#,

ṡ1152g1s1112 Im~Ṽ2s21!12 Im~Ṽ3s31!, ~1!

ṡ2252G2s2222 Im~Ṽ2* s21!22 Im~Ṽ32* s23!, ~2!

ṡ3352G3s3322 Im~Ṽ3* s31!22 Im~Ṽ32* s32!, ~3!
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ṡ215F id22
1

2
~g11G2!Gs212 i Ṽ2s111 i Ṽ2* s222 i Ṽ3* s23,

~4!

ṡ315F id32
1

2
~g11G3!Gs312 i Ṽ3s111 i Ṽ3* s332 i Ṽ2* s32,

~5!

ṡ325F i ~d32d2!2
1

2
~G21G3!Gs322 i Ṽ3s121 i Ṽ2* s31,

~6!

whereg1 is the direct ionization width of the lower stateu1&,
while G2 andG3 are the autoionization widths of statesu2&
and u3&, respectively. The detunings are defined asd j5(Ej
2E1)2\v ( j 52,3) with v being the laser frequency and
Ek (k51,2,3) the energy of stateuk&. Complex Rabi fre-

quenciesṼ j ( j 52,3) are defined as

Ṽ j5V j S 12
i

qj
D ~ j 52,3!. ~7!

The nonradiative coupling between the two autoionizing
states through the continuum is represented by the complex

quantityṼ32, which is defined as

Ṽ325PE dEc

V2cVc3

E11\v2Ec
2

i

2
AG2G3, ~8!

where P denotes the principal-value part of the integral. The
real part of Eq. ~8! looks similar to the expression for
Raman-type radiative coupling. However, their origins are
physically different in a sense that for the case of the Raman-
type coupling, the coupling is caused by the external electro-
magnetic field, while in this case it is caused by the intra-
atomic electrostatic interaction represented byV2c and Vc3
through the continuum. Naturally this kind of term does not
exist between two bound states, or two discrete states lying
in the continua but not decaying to the common continuum.

B. Linear susceptibility

Once the above set of density-matrix equations has been
solved, the induced polarizationPv can be computed from
the following relation,

Pv5S m12s211m13s311(
c

m1csc1D 1c.c., ~9!

wheresc1 is an off-diagonal density-matrix element foru1&
and uc& that has already been eliminated when deriving Eqs.
~1!–~6! andm i j is a dipole-matrix element between statesu i &
and u j &. Under the weak-pumping condition, Eqs.~1!–~6!
can be easily solved, and by substituting the solution into Eq.
~9!, we obtain an expression of the linear susceptibilityx (1)

as

x (1)5
N

e0\ F 2S s182 i
g18

2 D 2

m̃12
2 Fd31

i

2
~g11G2!G1m̃13

2 Fd21
i

2
~g11G2!G12m̃12m̃13Ṽ32

Fd21
i

2
~g11G2!GFd31

i

2
~g11G3!G2~Ṽ32!

2
G , ~10!

wherem̃1k5Ṽk /« (k52,3), s185s1 /«, andg185g1 /« with « being the field amplitude,s1 the level shift ofu1& due to the

coupling with uc& via V, andN the atomic density. It should be noted that the interference term 2m̃12m̃13Ṽ32 appears in the
above equation. In particular, if Re(V32)!Im(V32) that is usually the case, Eq.~10! can be reduced to the form of

x (1)5
N

e0\ F 2S s182 i
g18

2 D 2

m̃12
2 S d31

i

2
G3D1m̃13

2 S d21
i

2
G2D2 i m̃12m̃13AG2G3

d2d31 i S d2

G3

2
1d3

G2

2 D G . ~11!

Alternatively, the real and imaginary parts of Eq.~11! can be
written, in a dimensionless form, as

Re~x (1)!5
N

e0\ H 2s182
g18

2

1

~e2e3!21~e21e3!2

3@e2~q2e31q3!21e3~q21q3e2!2

22e2e3~2q2q31e21e3!1e2~q22e3!2

1e3~q32e2!222q2e3~q31e3!

22q3e2~q21e2!#J ~12!

and

Im~x (1)!5
N

e0\ Fg18

2

~q2e31q3e21e2e3!2

~e2e3!21~e21e3!2 G , ~13!
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where dimensionless detunings are defined asek
5dk /(Gk/2) (k52,3). Using Eqs.~12! and ~13!, analytical
expressions of the dispersion terms can be derived, but they
are too complicated to extract any physical picture. There-
fore we do not dare to present them here. However, if the
upper state consists of an isolated-autoionizing state, i.e.,
m1350, dispersion terms can be written in a compact form,
and their expressions at the absorption minimum located at
d252q2G2 /2 are presented in Table I. The group velocity
can be calculated using the following formula:

1

vg
5

1

c
1

p

l

]x (1)

]v
, ~14!

wherec is the speed of light in vacuum andl is the wave-
length of the incident laser. Since the dispersion]x (1)/]v at
the absorption minimum is always positive for anyq2, the
corresponding group velocity is always smaller than that in
vacuum. In many cases it is more convenient to rewrite the
dispersion term in terms of the ionization cross section
s0(E) into the smooth continuum andG2 rather thanm12,
q2, andG2, since without any resonant state nearby,s0(E) is
usually a slowly varying function of continuum energyE,
and it is experimentally/theoretically easier to obtain than
m12 and q2. When the quantitiesm12, G2, and s0(E) are
given in atomic units, we find that they are connected by the
relation,

um12u25
p

2
q2

2G2s0~E!, ~15!

and]x (1)/]v at the absorption minimum can be recast into
the form as

]x (1)

]v
52p

s0

G2
, ~16!

which is independent ofq2 onces0 and G2 are given. Re-
calling that s0 does not vary so much within the energy
range of 1 eV or so, andG2 is roughly proportional to 1/n3

for an n8l 8nl autoionizing Rydberg state converging to the
ionic n8l 8 state, Re(]x (1)/]v) can be larger for largern, in
principle, for any elements. As for the group velocity disper-
sion term]2x (1)/]v2 in Table I, it can be positive or nega-
tive at the absorption minimum, depending on the sign ofq2.

These general results should be compared with those for the
EIT scheme obtained by Harriset al. @3#.

C. Nonlinear susceptibility

In order to examine the self-focusing/-defocusing effect
of an autoionizing medium, we now need to derive an ex-
pression for the third-order index of refraction. For simplic-
ity we consider the case of an isolated-autoionizing state
only, i.e.,m1350. Adding to Eqs.~1!–~6! the repump terms
l2 andl i from statesu2& anduc& back to the lower stateu1&,
respectively, and assuming a steady state, the third-order sus-
ceptibility can be derived, after some algebra, as@10#

x (3)5
N

e0\3F 2m12
2 «s11

(2)1um12u2«s22
(2)2

i

2
g18«

2s21
(1)

d21
i

2
~l21G2!

2S s182 i
g18

2 D «s11
(2)G . ~17!

Using this equation the index of refraction can be expanded
as a power series of field amplitude« as

n~«!5n01n2u«u21•••5n01
x (3)

2n0
u«u21•••, ~18!

with n0 and n2 being the linear and third-order indices of
refraction defined byn0

2511x (1) and n25x (3)/2n0. Obvi-
ously self-focusing will occur whenx (3).0. At the absorp-
tion minimum d252q2G2 /2, the third-order susceptibility
given in Eq.~17! can be simplified to be

x (3)5
N

e0\3 H 2m12
2

~q2G2!2 F24m12
2

q2G2
S 22

l2

l i
D12s18S 12

l2

l i
D G J ,

~19!

which is pure real, and its sign can be positive or negative,
depending on the sign ofq2 and the values of repump rates
l2 and l i , and s18 . Therefore, whether a self-focusing or
-defocusing occurs via absorption minimum must be care-
fully examined case by case.

III. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES

In this section, we present a few numerical examples for
illustration. Although we have no specific atoms in mind, we
have chosen the values of parameters in a realistic way in
that the orders of parameters chosen here are typical for most
of the metal elements.

In Fig. 1 we show representative profiles of the real and
imaginary parts of the linear susceptibilityx (1) and its de-
rivative ]x (1)/]v as a function of normalized detuninge2
for an isolated autoionizing system. In this example we have
chosen the asymmetry parameter to beq253. As pointed out

TABLE I. Linear susceptibilities and derivatives of the isolated-
autoionizing system. All quantities are to be multiplied byN/e0\.

x (1) ]x(1)

]v

]2x(1)

]v2

Real part 2s181
2m12

2

q2G2

4m12
2

q2
2G2

2

16m12
2

q2~q2
211!G2

3

Imaginary part 0 0
16m12

2

q2
2~q2

211!G2
3
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in Ref. @16#, a large linear index of refraction can be obtained
while canceling absorption at the absorption minimum lo-
cated ate252q2. Obviously these profiles are quite differ-
ent from those of any bound-state systems. In order for
bound-state systems to exhibit similar enhanced index of re-
fraction without absorption, it was found that initial coher-
ence or incoherent pumping is needed@11,17#. Figure 2
shows representative profiles of the linear susceptibility and
its derivative for a double-autoionizing system, which is to
be compared with Fig. 1. In this example we have chosen the
asymmetry parameters to beq25q353 and the energy sepa-
ration b[E32E253G2. For simplicity we have also as-
sumed thatG25G3. Note that the profiles are now similar to
those for the EIT scheme. This is not surprising, since this

double-autoionizing system in a bare-state picture resembles
the EIT system in a dressed-state picture. In other words, as
explained in the beginning of this paper the double-
autoionizing system isalready dressedby nonradiative intra-
atomic interaction without a dressing laser, by which the two
autoionizing states communicate via the continuum. Math-

ematically this is represented byṼ32 in Eq. ~10!.
We now estimate the typical value of the group velocity at

the absorption minimum for the double-autoionizing system.
For that purpose we have considered the following situations
As we have already seen in Eq.~16!, what matters is the ratio
of s0 /G2, and in realitys0 is typically in the range of 0.1
,s0,10 ~in units of Mb! for most of the neutral atoms.
Knowing this, it is rather realistic to assume thats0
51(Mb) and the autoionization width is chosen to beG2
51 cm21 or 10 cm21, since autoionization width of neutral
elements typically ranges from a fraction of 1 cm21 to a few
hundred cm21. Atomic density is chosen to beN
51018 cm23. For simplicity we further assume thatG3
5G2 and the transition wavelengthl5100 nm. A simple
estimation shows that the collisional and Doppler widths for
metal elements are typically less than 0.25 cm21 even at the
density of 1018 cm23 and the temperature of 1200 K or so,
justifying our choice of atomic density.

In Fig. 3 we show the variation of the group velocity as a
function of energy separationb for different values of asym-
metry parametersq2 and q3. As b→`, the group velocity
becomes independent of the values ofq2 and q3, which
means that the system essentially approaches an isolated-
autoionizing system, whose group velocity is independent of
asymmetry parameter onces0 andG2 are given, as we have
already seen in Eq.~16!. On the other hand, asb→0, the
reduction of the group velocity is more prominent when
asymmetry parameters are larger.

Finally in Fig. 4 we present the dependence of the group
velocity on the ratio ofs0 /G2 as a function of energy sepa-
ration b. Roughly speaking, the group velocity becomes one
order of magnitude larger~smaller! as the ratios0 /G2 be-
comes one order of magnitude larger~smaller!. A similar
tendency has been found for different values of asymmetry
parameters~not shown here!.

FIG. 1. ~a! Real and imaginary parts of the linear susceptibility
x (1) for the isolated-autoionizing system as a function of normal-
ized detuninge2. ~b! Real and imaginary parts of]x (1)/]v. Nor-
malization is to the peak value of the imaginary part ofx (1).

FIG. 2. ~a! Real and imaginary parts of the linear susceptibility
x (1) for the double-autoionizing system as a function of normalized
detuninge2. ~b! Real and imaginary parts of]x (1)/]v. Normaliza-
tion is to the peak value of the imaginary part ofx (1).

FIG. 3. Ratio of the group velocity and light speed,c/vg , at the
interference minimum of the double-autoionizing system as a func-
tion of energy separationb for different asymmetry parametersq2

5q3530 ~solid!, 10 ~dashed!, 3 ~dotted!, and 1 ~dot-dashed!.
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IV. CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion we have studied the linear and nonlinear
optical properties of autoionizing systems under the action of
a single-laser field. When the system involves an isolated-
autoionizing state, we have found that the group velocity at
the absorption minimum is independent of the value of the

asymmetry parameter for a given ionization cross section
into the smooth continuums0 and an autoionization width
G2. Under typical situations the reduction of the group ve-
locity is rather small and may not be larger than 100. How-
ever, the reduction of the group velocity can be significant by
the presence of a neighboring-autoionizing state when the
laser frequency is tuned to the interference minimum be-
tween two autoionizing states. It should be noted that the
effect of the presence of the neighboring-autoionizing state is
more pronounced if the asymmetry parameters take larger
values. This is because the interference minimum of the
double-autoionizing system becomes much steeper than that
of the isolated-autoionizing system, and the steepness in-
creases as the values of asymmetry parameters increase. Al-
though the reduction of the group velocity for our scheme is
not as striking as that for the EIT scheme, it may be still
useful, especially in the VUV-XUV regime, since there are
less experimental requirements in terms of laser bandwidths,
intensities, and atomic density, etc., for experimental realiza-
tion.
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